
Saying it more succinctly re the "map slice": 

a size of 1920 x 100px would be a good slice to start with
 as only the �rst 360px-ish to the left will show up on many mobile devices, you likely want a key/anchor element in that part
 to work for even wider screens, we'll tile it side-to-side, so the left and right edges need to allow for that

For header images/mosaics (where we don't want images to resize to retain line widths):

it will be similar to the above re widths (1920px, but with anchor in �rst 360px)
 for height, limit to 450px as a start
 We could tile these as well, but may just want a continued pattern extended to the right past 1920px

 For "full width" header images that will remain on screen but resize:

work with a proportion around 3:1 (width to  height)
 starting resolution 1920px x 640px, and we'll shrink/stretch from there
[Wednesday 11:48 a.m.] Thompson, Murray D. (UXA)
    
For the animation image, these are the layers and items I had labelled (top to bottom, just via layer names):

anim_train
 anim_�ock

  
bird (each one with same name)

 anim_sun
 anim_stations

  
gl_station (each one with same name)

 anim_roads
 anim_greenline
 anim_blocks

  
shaded_block (each one with same name)

 anim_river
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